Multitudes Foundation supports political changemakers who are building more inclusive, hopeful and human politics in Europe.

We provide them with financial resources, strategic advice, practical support and a community of practice to accelerate their mission of reimagining politics.
Inspiration from organising practices

Community organising
- Center those directly affected by the issues
- People before project!
- Building collective power to win
- Shared and structured responsibilities

Multitudes approach
- Centering people underrepresented in politics
- Facilitate political changemakers connection
- Support collective strategic approaches
- Facilitate coalition building and power sharing
Theory of Change

If we provide resources and support collaboration between people working to reimagine politics, centering those underrepresented in the field, they will develop collective responses to build inclusive, hopeful, and human politics.
Conditions for change

RESOURCES
Allow political changemakers to build sustainable organisations

COMMUNITY
Give political changemakers a place to build trust to unlock collaboration and collective power building

LEARNING:
Support learning to increase collective ability to craft effective strategies to reimagine politics
Connecting to ground work

We work with local connectors from seven countries across Europe.

- Identify and scout promising initiatives
- Connect to actors on the ground
- Ensure we understand local context

Amiirah Saleh-Hoddin, Finland
Dr Margaret Amaka Ohia-Nowak, Poland
Sebene Eshete, Greece
Richárd Damu, Hungary
Ergi Bregasi, Albania
Nick Antipov, Belarus
Marija Jakovljević, Serbia
Collective grantmaking

- Provide feedback on grantmaking processes
- Scout grantees
- Review grant applications for ideation

Priscillia Ludosky, France
Nika Kovač, Slovenia
Joseph Langner, Germany
Mar Garcia, Spain
Larry Olomofe, Poland
Ouassima Laabich, Germany
Iva Čukić, Serbia
Tailored, core, unrestricted funding

- **Ideation**
  - Develop ideas
  - €10,000

- **Incubation**
  - Structure organization
  - Up to €50,000

- **Scaling**
  - Increase impact
  - Up to €100,000
Assess initiative based on organizing approach

Our criteria

- Focus on people that are underrepresented in politics
- Priority to initiatives led by people from underrepresented groups
- Tackle systematic barriers
- Potential to build collective power
- Equity embedded in organisational principles
Provide a Community of Practice

We provide a community of support to increase impact and innovation within the ecosystem and develop shared purpose

**Principle**
Learning and innovation space
Open and inclusive, peer-focused
Community-led

**How does it work?**
Space (Slack)
Connection (online and IRL)
Facilitation of learning and innovation
Resources and opportunities

**Who can join**
Grantees and applicants
Connectors
Political changemakers
Political staff and elected officials
Party members and organisers
Researchers
Funders
Local workshops

An in-person workshop for the community of practice of a local ecosystem

*Beta test in Marseille and Berlin - Nov / Dec 2023*

Create **connection and trust**

Generate **collaboration and joint strategies**

Lay the ground for **EU-wide cooperation**